How to Cite

ProQuest® Congressional retrieves information from many different databases. For specific information about how to create a bibliographic citation for a publication retrieved via ProQuest Congressional, select the publication type from the list below.

**General Principles of Citation**

An ever-growing amount of federal government information is available in electronic format. This presents unique challenges to a scholar citing such works. The following principles should be followed to ensure that another researcher can locate exactly the same electronic text and distinguish the electronic text from the print equivalent.

- Use document header information to provide information about the electronic document. Header information is found at the top of each electronic record.
- Try to provide a unique identifier (either a record or entry number, a code, or a standard abbreviation) to help the reader identify the exact text being cited. Frequently, this information is in the header.
- Provide a document date or "Load date" for each record to provide information about the specific version being cited. This record may be updated later, and the date provided within the citation will alert a reader to a possible change in the text.
- Supply information (such as U.S. Congress or U.S. House) to clarify the source of the material; many databases do not provide this information in the header for each document. It can be found in the database description within the citation help provided in ProQuest® Congressional.
- Indicate the database name and the vendor making the database available. Some databases are available from many different sources, and the text may be different in each. This information also allows the reader to contact the vendor for help in accessing the information.
- Insert a standard pattern of punctuation to clarify the relationship between the elements of the citation. Underlining or italicizing titles, dates, and vendor names can help the reader understand the source of the citation information.
- Since many full-text databases do not include page numbers, insert phrases such as "Quote from:" or "Appendix from:" to let your reader know that the information being quoted is from a larger document.


**Citing Bill Tracking Reports**

**Citing Bills**
Citing Campaign Financial Information

Citing Candidate Financial Reports

Citing Code of Federal Regulations

Citing Committee Information

Citing Committee Prints (Online)

Citing Committee Prints (Printed or Microfiche)

Citing Committee Reports (Online)

Citing Committee Reports (Printed or Microfiche)

Citing Congressional Documents (Online)

Citing Congressional Documents (Printed or Microfiche)

Citing Congressional Record (Permanent Edition)

Citing Congressional Record (Daily Edition)

Citing CRS Reports

Citing Federal Register

Citing Hearings (Online)

Citing Hearings (Printed or Microfiche)

Citing Member Financial Information

Citing Member Information

Citing Member Voting Records

Citing Newspapers

Citing Public Laws

Citing Rules

Citing Testimony (Transcribed or Written)

Citing U.S. Code

Citing U.S. Serial Set (Microfiche)

Citing U.S. Serial Set (Online)

Cite the congressional publications that I have found